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Hairy Bikers Mums Know Best
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Programme:N/A
Submitted By:Sarah Thompson

Recipe Title:The Pudding Without a Name
(created by Grace Tiller, Hampshire 1945)

Ingredients:Pudding -  8oz self raising flour
  2oz butter or margarine
  1lb cooking apples (before peeling)
Sauce -   ½pint cold water
  2oz butter or margarine
  8oz brown sugar (darker the better)

Method:The Pudding
Rub the 8oz flour with 2oz butter together until like breadcrumbs.
Mix with a little water slowly until like soft dough.
Turn out onto a floured surface and roll into a 12�” round circle.
Peel, core and thinly slice the apples.
Dry in a tea towel (to get rid of any excess moisture) then pile the slices into 
the centre of the pre-rolled out dough circle, leaving 2�” at the edges as you 
need to fold the edges together to make a neat pastry parcel with apples 
inside.   Make sure you allow enough pastry at the edges to get them as close 
together as possible.
Then place the pastry parcel into a 2.5pint casserole dish (at least 3-4�” deep) 
carefully turn it over so that the edges sit on the bottom of the dish with the 
smooth top of the parcel facing upwards!

The sauce
Put all the sauce ingredients into the pan and heat until the butter and sugar 
have dissolved.
Pour the sauce carefully around the pudding so it�’s sitting in a puddle of 
loveliness!

And to finish�…�…�…�….
Don�’t cover the dish
Cook at 190C / 375F / Gas 5 for 40-45mins until golden brown on top.
Serve immediately and enjoy.

Notes:Serves 8 depending on your appetite!
1.   Got a sweet tooth?   Increase the sauce volume x 2 and reserve the extra 
to use as pouring over sauce.
2.  Mum used to use soft dark brown sugar, but any sort is ok.
3.  Big sister Jane has an INCREDIBLY sweet tooth so she replaces cooking 
apples with dessert apples!

Finally, we hope you enjoy this�…..The Tiller Family have done so for over 60 
years.!


